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LOtC Mark (Bronze)  
 

Organisation name: The South Downs School Organisation Address:  Beechy Avenue; Old Town 

Eastbourne BN20 8NU 

Assessed by: Kim Hudson Date of audit: 22nd March 2018 

Assessor comments 

The South Downs School are offering their students a wide range of diverse experiences beyond 
the classroom ensuring they have real-world learning opportunities. Their application is well-
presented with clear policies in place showing that all the school are on-board. It is also good to 
see that they are already using Risk-Benefit Assessments. There are a couple of points for 
development and some suggestions for progression towards silver and gold.  

I certainly can recommend them for their bronze award and as the level of provision they offer 
means they are already well on their way towards silver level and I look forward to seeing their 
silver application next. 

Overall audit recommendation 

LOtC Mark (bronze) 

Detailed breakdown of criteria 

Criteria marked ‘Y’ are fully met, criteria marked ‘D’ are adequate in the context of the full application but 
development is advised. Criteria marked ‘N’ are not met. 

1 
The organisation has a stated commitment to providing and developing 
learning outside the classroom experiences for all pupils 

1a 
The approach to LOtC is outlined in the organisation's key policies and in any 
promotional materials. 

Y 

1b A named person is responsible for overseeing LOtC delivery and development. Y 

1c A creative approach to curriculum interpretation is encouraged. Y 

1d Staff are supported to engage with LOtC. Y 

1e 
Parental engagement is actively sought; parents are kept up to date with LOtC 
development and activities. 

Y 

1f 
There is a stated commitment to developing inclusive frequent, continuous and 
progressive LOtC for all pupils. 

Y 

Criteria # 1 further comments, notes and development suggestions 

1a LOtC is mentioned in key documents. On the home page of their website the images of their 
slideshow show a diverse range of LOtC opportunities. To progress further towards silver and gold 
it would be good to see minor tweaks to the wording on their home page and in the first sections 
of their prospectus to match what they have in their curriculum policy - eg adding in the text in 
bold or similar - ‘stimulating learning environment’ within and beyond the classroom ‘where 
children recognise and achieve their best’. 
1b Two members of staff hold key roles to ensure LOtC is delivered and developed. 
1c/d Staff are encouraged in their induction and further in staff meetings to approach their 
curriculum creatively and supported to do so. 
1e Parents are kept well informed however it was not clear if they are asked to engage with any 
LOtC activities eg extra adult support on visits, grounds development days. One newsletter does 
mention parent pop-in sessions - do they get to see LOtC opportunities during these? 
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1f The schools LOtC policy is very comprehensive and mentions inclusive frequent, continuous and 
progressive provision. To progress further they should look at stating how frequent they expect 
staff to include LOtC in their teaching. For progression on residentials could they look at offering 
one-night residentials for students lower down the school - maybe a sleep over in the hall to 
minimise costs? 

2 The organisation plans learning effectively  

2a 
The organisation improvement / development plan includes the development 
and delivery of LOtC provision. 

Y 

2b LOtC is included in curriculum planning. Y 

2c LOtC is designed with specific learning outcomes in mind. Y 

2d 
A range of different activities and experiences are provided to suit all learning 
styles; age and ability appropriate activities are provided. 

Y 

2e 
Full use is made of all LOtC activities and experiences through effective 
preparation and follow up work. 

Y 

2f There is a gradual and continual progression in the level of challenge involved. Y 

2g 
Where external providers are used the organisation ensures that the 
educational quality and risk management level is appropriate; for example by 
checking for accreditation such as the LOtC Quality Badge. 

Y 

Criteria # 2 further comments, notes and development suggestions 

2a LOtC was mentioned in the school’s development plan. To progress further some schools 
embed LOtC throughout their development plan. For example when talking about attainment in a 
subject area or development in PSHE they may mention developing a particular LOtC opportunity 
to support that.  

2b,c,d,e  LOtC opportunities are included in curriculum planning for a variety of subject areas and 
a range of different learning styles using their grounds and beyond. As it is embedded in their 
curriculum the pre-visit and follow-up work is part of their everyday learning. To progress towards 
Silver and Gold they should ensure they have a system in place for monitoring LOtC provision for 
all classes and all subjects. Some have separate columns in their long, medium and short term 
planning for ease of scrutiny.  

2f Their visits are all planned with individual learning needs highlighted, ensuring continual 
progression. 

2g The school have developed a list of trusted providers who can meet the complex needs of their 
students.  

3 
The organisation makes good use of all available resources in designing and 
delivering LOtC 

3a Full use is made of any grounds. Y 

3b 
The surrounding area and community facilities are regularly used to facilitate 
LOtC. 

Y 

3c 
The organisation has strong links with the local community, including parents, 
families and other organisations. 

Y 

3d 
The organisation has a policy of developing links with local businesses and 
other organisations, and those further afield, in order to widen the LOtC 
opportunities available. 

Y 
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Criteria # 3 further comments, notes and development suggestions 

3a The school use their grounds wherever possible for play and learning for a range of subject 
areas. Most classes have their own outdoor play/learning fenced areas. They do not mention 
using their grounds for more child-led activities like Forest Schools/woodland skills - many special 
schools are seeing amazing impacts that such outdoor learning is having on their students so it 
may be something they could consider developing in the future if they don’t already offer it. 
3b,c,d They have many diverse links with their community, parents and local businesses. It is nice 
to see that the Lions club supports days out for the students. 

4 The organisation effectively monitors and evaluates the impact of LOtC 

4a 
In addition to evaluating academic progress, the organisation has procedures in 
place to monitor less tangible outcomes, e.g. behaviour, level of engagement 
and confidence. 

D 

Criteria # 4 further comments, notes and development suggestions 

4a The school have extensive means of assessing their pupils’ needs and development to be able 
to plan effectively. However, there is no mention of LOtC within the documents seen. There may 
have been a misunderstanding of the criteria here. The criteria says -  
Records of academic achievement should be kept, showing clearly how LOtC has contributed. In 
addition, each pupil should have a record of any positive or challenging incidents and comments 
on general behaviour and attitude. Minimum evidence: an example of how these outcomes are 
monitored and recorded; an example of how academic progress is evaluated and any cross-
reference with LOtC experiences made.  
They have explained the systems they have in place but not given any anonymous pupil examples 
to back it up. 

5 The organisation manages risk and the perception of risk effectively 

5a A robust LOtC policy is in place covering activities both on and off site. Y 

5b Standard risk benefit assessments are in place for all types of activity. Y 

5c 
There is a blanket parental consent in place for low-risk off site activities as 
part of the normal school day. 

Y 

5d 

There is an appointed Educational Visits Coordinator or other nominated 
teacher to ensure effective risk management on out of school LOtC 
experiences. He or she will ensure that the educational quality and risk 
management level of every LOtC experience is appropriate; for example by 
checking for accreditation such as the LOtC Quality Badge. 

D 

5e 
Effective use of preliminary visits is made to support creating good risk 
management plans. 

Y 

5f 
Staff undergo regular training and collaborate effectively in writing risk 
management plans. 

Y 

5g 
Staff understand the principle of risk benefit assessment and policies, plans and 
generic risk assessments reflect this. 

Y 

Criteria # 5 further comments, notes and development suggestions 

5a The school have written a very comprehensive LOtC/Off site Educational Visit Policy. 

5b,f, g It is good to see that the school highlight the benefits of an activity on their EV forms and 
on their RBAs. They risk assess for individual students. The length of their RBAs is quite daunting 
at present - it would be good to reduce the length to a maximal of 2 sides to ensure people read 
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all the detail and pages are not lost. All staff are supported to write RBAs and they have had 
training on the principles behind them. 

5c The school have a blanket consent form in place.  

5d The head is the EVC. They do not mention how they ensure educational quality in this part of 
the application form however their policy states that all visits should be evaluated on the school 
system and photos added to show what they did. To progress they might consider how further to 
evaluate their off-site visits - pupil interviews, all adult questionnaires - as they may have had 
different experiences during the day to that of the lead teacher.  

5e Preliminary visits are very important to ensure their students’ particular needs will be met.  

 

 

 


